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Abstract
Cloud service model can provide flexible storage place to store 
electronic data cost-effectively. However, storage of sensitive 
data in the third party cloud domain may violate the privacy 
of data. For this reason, encryption logic needs to be applied 
before uploading it to cloud storage. Use of encryption logic 
may violate the availability of data. It is now becoming a big 
concern to retrieve data securely from the cloud storage. This 
paper considers a remote application environment, where cloud 
data retrieval service must be secured to preserve the privacy of 
sensitive data. Here multiple items are searched in a single query 
to make the procedure faster, and the only specific number of 
relevant records can be retrieved at a time to save bandwidth 
cost. Encryption logic is proposed in such a way that encrypted 
cloud data could be processed without decryption. A secured 
retrieval service is proposed here to ensure data availability at any 
time. Hybrid encryption logic is designed based on AES cipher 
and homomorphism properties. Limitations of fully Homomorphic 
encryption are avoided in proposed logic. Analytical study of 
AES cipher shows its efficiency to encrypt electronic data and 
reply vectors. Theoretical analysis of homomorphism shows its 
efficiency to secure searchable index, items, and query vectors 
required in cloud data retrieval service.

Keyword: Data Retrieval; Cloud; AES; Homomorphism; Hybrid 
Encryption

1. Introduction
Nowadays, users want to outsource their data and computational tasks on their 

data to the public cloud. It enhances flexibility, scalability, and cost-effectiveness. 
It is also economically feasible for the remote service provider to shift their data-
centers to the public cloud. The success of data outsourcing remains in the efficiency 
of cloud data retrieval. Direct outsourcing of data enhances concerns regarding the 
privacy of sensitive information, as the data owner can not control outsourced data. 
Data confidentiality, along with integrity, can be achieved by encrypting the data. 
Availability can be achieved by effective data retrieval in real time when the reply 
to the query is faster and accurate. However, encryption raises the complexity by 
limiting the functionality of computation on outsourced data stored at third-party 
cloud storage. In this regard, existing techniques to retrieve data based on plain 
text query has no use. If all the outsourced data are decrypted before performing 
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any computation, it unnecessarily consumes system resource. Therefore, it is not 
feasible to download the outsourced data and then decrypt it locally due to the 
huge amount of bandwidth cost. If the decryption key is known to the cloud service 
provider, then the privacy of the sensitive data is compromised. As huge volumes 
of data are stored for large numbers of users, a single item search in a single query 
is time-consuming. Rank based search eliminates unnecessary network traffic by 
quickly sending back only the most relevant data. 

The main objective of this paper is to design secured data retrieval service; so that 
it ensures confidentiality, integrity, and availability (CIA). Therefore, the author designs 
a procedural logic for outsourcing only encrypted data used in the remote application 
domain. Authorized users send the encrypted query to the cloud server to search 
electronic data of users according to their access rights. Cloud service provider 
searches index and returns the most relevant data. Only valid users can decrypt that 
data. Encryption technique must be considered in such a way that it can search for 
data storage without decrypting all the entries of the database. The challenge here is 
how to enable search and retrieval over such encrypted data [1]. Use of Homomorphic 
encryption is one of the feasible solutions in the cloud environment [2]. Homomorphic 
encryption can process cipher data without deciphering it. Fully Homomorphic 
encryption enhances the flexibility of processing, as any operations can be performed 
on cipher data. However, it has also a few limitations. The significant contribution of 
this paper is to determine the research gap between privacy preservation and cloud 
data retrieval logic. Use of only Homomorphic encryption may increase the overall 
complexity of the application. For this reason, hybrid encryption is considered here to 
provide better performance in data retrieval.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents some well-
known research works on this domain. Section 3 defines the problem domain. 
Section 4 points out the design goal. Section 5 describes the proposed secured 
data retrieval service. Finally, section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Related works
Many kinds of research related to the retrieval of data from cloud storage are 

going on all over the world. There exist some works on Proofs of Retrievability (PoR) 
[3, 4] model to ensure that valid user can retrieve remotely stored data. Several 
variants of PoR models have been proposed, including zero-knowledge proofs of 
retrievability, even in the multi-client environment [5, 6, 7].

Research efforts are also directed to outsource data management along with 
privacy protection. There exists several searchable symmetric encryption (SSE) logic 
[8, 9, 10] to search and securely retrieve cipher text. However, most of these schemes 
support only Boolean keyword search. It considers more than one keyword in a single 
query to enhance the flexibility of search. Data are retrieved based on whether a 
searched item is present in a file or not, without considering the degree of relevance 
with the search query. Some of SSE logics are based on order-preserving encryption 
(OPE), which allow only a single search item in the query without considering privacy 
preservation [11]. OPE logic cannot be used in the remote healthcare domain because 
it leaks data privacy. There also exist a few works on multiple search items in a single 
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query to enable secure indexing and ranked searching [12, 13]. Ranked search 
enhances system usability by returning the matching files according to relevance 
rank (e.g., keyword frequency) [11, 12, 13]. One of the simple ranked keyword search 
mechanisms is based on order-preserving symmetric encryption (OPSE)[14]. OPSE 
may not hide similarity relevance, and robustness of the scheme becomes low. As a 
result, it is more prone to attacks. So server-side ranking is not secure using OPSE, 
as it has a high probability of leaking sensitive information. In [13], a framework is 
designed for topmost k data retrieval, including privacy preservation, secure indexing, 
and ranking based on OPE. The problem of top-k multiple search items retrieval over 
encrypted data is defined and solved in modified MRSE (multi-keyword ranked search 
over encrypted cloud data)[12] by employing coordinate matching and inner product 
similarity. The trapdoor can be generated in a cryptographic way to protect the query 
keywords. Two-round searchable encryption (TRSE)[15] supports top-k multi-keyword 
retrieval using vector space model and Homomorphic encryption to provide search 
accuracy and privacy protection.

Type of interaction between the participants is very much essential to consider 
the effectiveness of cloud data retrieval service [16, 17, 18, 19]. Performance 
complexity of most of the existing cloud data retrieval service is measured in 
terms of setup time, encryption time, trapdoor generation time, search time, index 
construction time, relevance score calculation overhead, scalability. These metrics 
mainly depend on number of search items, the maximum size of the searchable 
item set, data vector, query vector, result vector. Each of the existing cloud data 
retrieval service has some limitations. Multiple keyword searches are not possible 
for most of the cases. It is assumed in a few cases that authorized private keyword 
search maintains a hierarchical structure for attributes. However, it is not feasible 
in reality. Index construction creates overhead for a few cases.

In some cases, access patterns and additional information related to searchable 
items are revealed to the cloud server. Performance of data retrieval service is 
affected if similarity rank score of the document vector entirely depends on the 
document type. In some cases, trapdoor generation [20] needs more time with the 
increased number of attributes. If key size and encrypted trapdoor size are too 
large, then communication overhead increases.

Homomorphic encryption [21, 22] allows a certain amount of computation on 
the user’s encrypted data. Attribute-based encryption [23] achieves a flexible and 
dynamic way to share permissions on particular parts of electronic records. In the 
remote application domain, the user submits an encrypted query to retrieve private 
data, and the cloud server performs searching of encrypted data without looking 
at the query in plain text format. Fully Homomorphic encryption can execute all 
types of operations on cipher data without decryption. Therefore, it can be said that 
encryption logic needs to be added to PoR models to simultaneously achieve data 
privacy and retrievability [24, 25, 26].

3. Problem domain
According to the literature survey, the following issues are defined under the 

problem domain. It is complicated to meet the performance requirement, usability, 
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and scalability at the same time. There still exists a trade-off between security and 
usability.

Cloud service providers considered as “curious” because it can analyze data 
including index in its storage that may violate security features. According to the 
information that cloud server knows, different threat models may appear with 
different attack capabilities [9, 10, 12], such as privacy leakage of sensitive data 
(cloud service provider can access outsourced data). Known ciphertext attack 
(cloud service provider only knows cipher text and index), known background attack 
(cloud service provider acquires additional knowledge including relationship among 
the components involved in the process to learn content of the document),statistic 
leakage attack (CSP could perform some statistical analysis over the search result 
to make estimation), association attack (CSP can analyze any association between 
keyword and cipher text from the index), scale analysis attack (CSP can deduce 
the frequency of specific keywords in the number of documents), keyword guess 
attack (deduce or identify certain keywords in query). 

It is seen that if all data files, searchable indices, and user queries are encrypted 
using OPE, or other encryption algorithms using statistical information, the 
privacy of sensitive data may be compromised. If trapdoor generation function is 
deterministic, trapdoor unlinkability may not be possible. There are two significant 
statistic leakages [12] - term distribution (term’s frequency distribution of relevance 
scores on each file) and inter distribution (file’s frequency distribution of relevance 
scores on each term). They can be either extracted from cipher text or through 
statistical analysis over access and search pattern [14].

Definition(Curiosity). Curiosity is defined as a term that is inversely proportional 
to robustness. Robustness is inversely proportional to information leakage. Curiosity 
is proportional to information leakage. Let µ denotes the collection of all ciphers; a 
denotes the ciphers that should be only known to cloud server, where  and  
denotes the set of other ciphers that must be unknown to cloud server, where , 
and α β= . Robustness is denoted by R=min( )) and curiosity y=1/R.

Although Fully Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) shows its feasibility in processing 
encrypted cloud data, it has some limitations. FHE using ideal lattices over a 
polynomial ring becomes very much complicated.

In some cases, FHE requires large storage space to store keys and cipher 
texts, even for the small size of raw data. Although storage space is not a problem 
in the cloud environment, it may increase processing time and complexity. Key 
management is another critical issue in a distributed environment. Use of fully 
Homomorphic encryption raises time complexity and computational overhead; 
space complexity, which may be a significant limitation for real-time applications.

4. Design goal
Exploring privacy preserving and effective search over encrypted data is very 

important for designing secure cloud data retrieval service. However, it is very much 
complicated and difficult to tackle. As users usually prefer to keep their search 
from being exposed to others, the essential requirement is to hide their search. 
Any function generation should be randomized. The cloud service provider must 
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not be able to deduce any relationship among the procedural logic. Any patterns 
used in data retrieval service must be well protected. The accuracy level of pattern 
matching for the original document and query should be high. Response time of 
data retrieval service must be faster, and the query result must be more relevant. 
Encryption techniques used for privacy preservation need to have low time and 
computational complexity and compatibility with the standard protocol used for 
secured data transmission in the remote framework.

Therefore, the design goal of active data retrieval service is that overall 
procedure must not be deterministic, and there must be less possibility of statistical 
information leakage by the third party. As a result, the cloud service provider 
could not be able to learn or predict additional information regarding data retrieval 
service. To activate relevant searching of outsourced data from the cloud storage, 
it is expected to give the following security and performance requirements.

• The query must contain multiple items and provide result based on highly 
relevant data to provide useful data retrieval service.

• Relevant search should ensure a fast response, low communication, and 
computation overhead along with privacy protection.

5. Proposed work: Secured Data Retrieval Service (SeDReS)
In this section, a secured data retrieval service (SeDReS) is proposed. A cloud 

hosting data service is considered in the remote application domain. SeDReS logic 
comprises of three types of participants in remote application area: data owner, cloud 
server under control of cloud service provider and data user.

Data owner needs to give valid authentication proof before uploading data. Authen-
tic data owner records data and stores at local storage temporarily. Then, searchable 
indices are constructed and encrypted for the records. Original records are encrypted 
separately. Both encrypted data and index are packed in a digital envelope before 
outsourcing to the public cloud.

Cloud Server has huge storage space and computational resources to maintain 
a high volume of encrypted data uploaded from the remote places. It can process 
encrypted data without decryption. However, the cloud server cannot be fully trusted 
as they may misbehave under third party control. Here cloud server is assumed as 
semi-trusted, that is honest but curious.

Date user needs to give valid authentication proof before sending the encoded 
query to the cloud server. The main focus of this work is to consider data encryption 
technique in such a way that encrypted data (cipher) can be processed just like pro-
cessing of plain data and time and computational complexity can be reduced. For this 
reason, hybrid encryption mechanism is considered here. SeDReS logic is based on 
the following notations.

• DP - Collection of data in plain text format, denoted as a set of n data DP= {DP1, 
DP2, DP3,...,DPn}.

• DC- Collection of data in cipher text format, denoted as a set of n data DC= {DC1, 
DC2, DC3, ... ,DCn}.

• In – Searchable index associated with cipher text DC, denoted by In ={lnhln2, In3, 
...,Inn}, where each sub-index Iniis constructed for each DPi.
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• Inc– Encrypted searchable index, denoted by Inc = {Inc1, Inc2, Inc3,...,Incn}.
• SIR - Distinct m searchable items extracted from collection of DP, denoted as SID 

= {SID1,SID2, SID3,.......,SIDm}.
• SIq – Subset of SIR representing searchable items in query Q, denoted by SIQ = 

{SIQ1,SIQ2, SIq3,....,SIQm}.
• SSIQ-Seed (trapdoor) works just like the one-way hash function based on search-

able items SIq and query Q.
• Top_J – Topmost J (at most) relevant records are retrieved in the response of a 

query.
In SeDReS, collection of data is outsourced from the data owner to cloud 

server in encrypted form. Before this, the searchable index is constructed and 
encrypted. Authorized data owner outsources both encrypted index and data. 
The service considers multiple items in a single query (MISQ) to search relevant 
data quickly along with preserving data confidentiality, integrity, and availability 
in a less complicated way. To retrieve data for given searchable items, authorized 
data user first sends authentication proof to data owner or cloud service provider, 
then acquires Seed, which is generated here by randomized hash function from 
the encrypted index, searchable items and query vector. Upon receiving Seed 
for a query, cloud server searches index and returns corresponding topmost J 
encrypted data. Cloud service providers mainly access encrypted index during 
the search for items. Homomorphic encryption is considered here with reduced 
complexity to encrypt searchable index, searchable items, and query. To make 
data retrieval service suitable for real-time application, sensitive data are trans-
mitted through TLS (transport layer security) protocol. During data outsourcing, 
cipher data and encrypted index are packed in a digital envelope and signed by 
the data owner’s private key and cloud service provider’s public key (the identity 
of the entity).

A 3x3 square matrix is presented in table 1 as the participant interaction (PI) matrix 
to represent interaction among the participants of secured data retrieval service.

TABLE 1.3X3 participant interaction (PI) matrix

DO DU CS
Seed key Encrypted digital envelope

DO NULL Secret key containing DP and Inc,

Decode key Maximum value Top_J

DU Authentication
token NULL Encrypted multiple items, sin-

gle query vectors

CS NULL Encrypted Top_J 
ranked relevant DC NULL
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All diagonal elements of PI matrix contain NULL entries. 1x2 of PI matrix rep-
resents data owner (DO) to data user (DU) interaction, 1x3 represents data owner 
(DO) to cloud server (CS) interaction, 2x1 represents data user (DU) to data owner 
(DO) interaction, 2x3 represents data user (DU) to cloud server (CS) interaction, 
3x2 represents cloud server (CS) to data user (DU) interaction. 3x1 also contains a 
NULL value, which implies that there is no interaction from cloud user (CU) to data 
owner (DO), according to this interaction matrix of SeDReS logic.

5.1. Procedural Logic of SeDReS
Proposed SeDReS logic works in two phases- data outsourcing phase (DOP) 

and the data retrieval phase (DRP). 
Definition(SeDReS). It is a service model whose lifetime LT → {DOP v DRP}. 

It has three member classes- {data owner (DO), data user (DU) and cloud server 
(CS)}, where DOP is a member of DO class and DRP is a member of both DU and 
CS classes. This service model has collection of eleven logic -gen_key(), con-
struct_index(), build_vector(), enc_AES(), enc_homo(), gen_seed(), gen_query(), 
match_pattem(), gen_rank(), gen_reply(), dec_data(). DOP set includes {gen_key(), 
construct_index(), build_vector(), enc_AES(),enc_homo()} and DRP set includes 
{gen_seed(), gen_query(), match_pattem(), gen_rank(), gen_reply(), dec_data()}.

• gen_key() - Take security parameter as input and generate secret key Ks for 
Rijndael AES block cipher, Seed key Kse and crypto key Kc for Non-Circuit Homo-
morphic Encryption (NCHE). Then DO assigns Ks, Kse, Kdto authorized DU.

• construct_index() – DO constructs secured searchable index Inc from DP. In 
is encrypted into Inc. enc_homo() is called for encryption. The output is secured 
searchable index Inc.

• build_vector() – DO extracts collection of m searchable items, SI={SI1,SI2, 
...,SIm}, and their TF (term frequency) and IDF(inter-domain frequency) values from 
the collection of n records. For each record, DO constructs (m+1)-dimensional 
vector vecj based on tf-idf values. Searchable index In={vecj|1 ≤ i ≤ n}.

• enc_AES() – Generate AES block cipher for data vector and reply vector. Pro-
cedural logic works on four steps- key expansion, initial round, round, final round. 
It is faster, secure, less prone to attacks. It provides better performance compared 
to most of the other symmetric ciphers. A message digest of the data record is cal-
culated through the SHA algorithm to check integrity at receiving end.

• Enc homoQ – Non-Circuit Somewhat Homomorphic encryption (NCSHE) is 
called to encrypt searchable index, query vector, searchable items. The output is 
reduced cipher text with less complexity. 

• gen_seed() – Data owner generates seed key and sends to the data user. The 
seed value is generated randomly from the data user query. Then message digest 
of this seed value is created using a one-way hash function to generate secure 
seed value. 

• gen_query() – Query is represented as a vector using the vector space model, 
where each dimension of the vector is set to 1 or 0 according to verification that 
whether the specified term is queried or not. 

• match_pattern() – Vector space model allows to compute the continuous de-
gree of similarity between query vectors and records. According to the nearest 
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neighbor (NN) score, Top_J consistent record patterns are evaluated. 
• gen_rank() – When secure Seed is received, cloud service provider computes 

nearest neighbor (NN) scores of data vector along with the index vector with query 
vector and returns encrypted result vector to the data user. The score of record on 
the query is derived by the inner product of the two vectors. According to the score, 
records are ranked.

• gen_reply() – According to NN score rank-id is generated for each record. Top 
./records with high rank-id are sent to data user in encrypted reply vector format.

• dec_data() – All relevant data are downloaded and decrypted at data user side 
using AES and Non-Circuit Somewhat Homomorphism logic.

5.2. Hybrid Encryption Logic
In SeDReS, effective encryption mechanism is required to balance between se-

curity, privacy protection, and efficient data retrieval at remote application frame-
work. The objective is to consider a practical approach to choose a suitable en-
cryption logic that is more powerful and capable of reducing the gap between 
security and usability. Hybrid encryption logic is considered here by mainly fo-
cusing on AES block cipher and less complex Non-CircuitSomewhatHomomorphic 
Encryption (NCSHE).

Definition(Hybrid Encryption). Hybrid Encryption (HE) is defined as a cryp-
tographic logic, where multiple encoding techniques are included to provide better 
performance with reduced space complexity, time complexity, and computational 
complexity. HE set includes {AES block cipher, digital envelope, public key cryp-
tography, symmetric key cryptography, message digest, random seed calculation, 
homomorphic encryption}.

As vector space model and nearest neighbor (similarity measure) scoring 
are used for SeDReS, only addition and multiplication operations over integers 
are needed in Homomorphic encryption. For this reason, the complexity of Fully 
Homomorphic Encryption (FHE) is reduced here by considering the concept of 
Somewhat Homomorphic Encryption (SHE). SHE supports only addition and 
multiplication operations on ciphers. Each cipher includes noise component and 
any operation applied to ciphers increases the noise in the resulting cipher up 
to a threshold level. Then ciphers may not be decrypted accurately. Instead of 
considering as a circuit, Homomorphic function f is considered as a mathematical 
function to enhance the efficiency of HElib library. For this reason, NCSHE logic is 
considered here to enhance usability at the real-time application.

Definition(NCSHE). NCSHE is modified homomorphism where computational 
functions are considered as mathematical logic(without logic circuit consideration) 
and supports only addition and multiplication operations with the insertion of noise 
factors. It has four phases- initial_key(), enc(), eval(), dec() NCSHE is well suited 
for SeDReS in remote application domain.

According to the property of homomorphism, encryption logic passes through 
the following four phases.

• Initial key(): Secret key K5 is an odd r bit number randomly selected from the 
interval [2r-1, 2r). Public keys are derived from identity and interval depends on bit 
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length of noise factor n1. Here, noise factor n2 is randomly selected and its interval 
depends on bit length of plain text. Key matrix is constructed using a pseudo-ran-
dom set of numbers, and then converted them to modulo N. Matrix is constructed 
to ensure that each row or column are independent of each other; so that it cannot 
be predicted in any case. 

• enc(): Cipher text is represented by CT←K5*a+2*n1+PT, where DK← K5a+n1, 
a → security parameter, PT→ plain text. A random value is chosen to randomize 
the procedure. A matrix is constructed such that each row has only one element 
equal to the input, and other two equal to random numbers. Plain text or input 
values are solutions of linear congruences computed using Chinese Remainder 
Theorem. Congruences depend on the plaintext and random value. 

• eval():-Binary addition and multiplication logic are applied to cipher text to 
perform the search operation. Resulting integer value k is returned to DU.

• dec(): Output R’← (k mod Ks) mod n2, where R’ → decipher the text, k → re-
turned integer value, n2→noise factor. It is a single step procedure where inverse 
transformation applied on cipher text matrix and then plaintext is extracted as the 
first element of an obtained diagonal matrix.

Here n2 ← 22||PT|| where ||PT|| represents bit length of PT, Ks>>n1 and n1>> n2. 
As a result, the size of CT is reduced to 1/||PT||.

Theoretical analysis shows that the size of cipher text (space complexity), time 
complexity, and computational complexity are reduced, with increasing decryption 
accuracy.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, a secured data retrieval service SeDReS is proposed to retrieve 

sensitive data accurately from third-party cloud storage in real time. This logic 
supports CIA property of security for remote applications. According to the litera-
ture survey, it is seen that there is a trade-off between privacy and availability. In 
this paper, the authors try to pinpoint the research gap. SeDReS depends on the 
nature of the interaction among the participants. Use of vector space model and 
calculation of nearest neighbor score based on tf x idf weight value enhances the 
efficiency of data retrieval service based on the rank. This paper also focuses on 
the hybrid encryption technique. AES block cipher is considered to encrypt original 
data and reply vectors. Here, all data are considered as text-based. Therefore no 
image is included during encryption. Non-circuit homomorphism is used to encrypt 
index, searchable items, query vector. 

It raises the efficiency of proposed homomorphic logic and maintains a balance 
between security and usability. The main aim of this research work is to implement 
it to serve better service to society.
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